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Russian Coal: We aRe planning to expand pResenCe 
in fast-developing maRkets 

— This year, Russian Coal has consolidated assets 
of Krasnoyarskkrayugol and Sayano-Partizanskiy Coal 
Mine, both major industrial enterprises in Krasnoyarsk 
Region. How do you plan to develop those two?

— Currently, Pereyaslovky Coal Mine can produce 
5 million tpy of coal. The mine holds enough raw material 
and its technological infrastructure is sufficiently developed 
for a medium term capacity expansion to 6 million t (over 
the next three years). To sell additional merchant coal vol‑
umes, we will have to enter new markets though.

Sayano‑Partizanskiy Coal Mine has a production capac‑
ity of 500,000 t. Its development plan involves additional 
exploration at adjacent tenements and joint development 
of several licence blocks, which will enable expansion of 
the asset’s capacity to 3 million tpy. Coal from Sayano‑
Partizanskiy has become popular owing to its high energy 
value (over 6,000 kcal/kg). To expand rank and size mix of 
the merchant coal destined for exports, the holding also 
eyes construction of a coal prep plant. This open‑cast mine 
also has an advantage of fairly developed infrastructure, 
including nearby railway stations.

— Russian Coal has announced an increase in overall coal output in 2015 (to 14 million tpy). 
Which main factors production targets will depend on in the coming years?

— Market demand is a major production driver. In 2016‑2017, we expect stable prices in the Asia‑Pacific 
market, which we are strongly interested in. Russian Coal’s material fully complies with the environmental 
and technological regulations in this region now.

— What plans does Russian Coal have regarding production capacity adjustments in 
2016-2017?

— We forecast extraction and sales of 2B coal in Amur Region to gain over 400,000 t over the next five 
years owing to commissioning of the second‑phase facilities at Blagoveschenskaya CHP. In 2016, extraction 
at Erkovetskiy Coal Mine is slated to reach 2 million t, 100,000 t up year‑on‑year.

In Khakassia, D coal output will increase, the entire volume going to the local coal prep plant for pro‑
cessing. In 2015, the processing facility will put through 3.4 million t of coal; its capacity will be ramped 
up to 4.2 million t in 2016 and 5 million t later on.

Sayano‑Partizanskiy is slated to undergo capacity expansion too in 2016‑2017.
— Are you planning to expand coal size mix or improve quality of the material by commis-

sioning new tenements and introducing new technologies?
— Russian Coal is offering the entire range of coal sizes that enjoy demand in Russia and abroad.
In 2016, processing of small‑sized 0‑25 mm coal will commence, its calorific value will increase from 

4,805 kcal/kg to 5,500 kcal/kg as a result. The material will thus become suitable for exports.
— Is your company still interested in coal exports amid soft prices? Can competitiveness of 

Russian mid- and low-energy coals be enhanced?
— Global prices for oil and coal will go up in 2016, we believe. Our company is thus planning to expand 

presence at the most promising and fast‑developing global market — primarily in Asia‑Pacific — and 
keep ramping up exports.

Most of Russian Coal’s export‑oriented assets are located in Krasnoyarsk Territory and the Republic of 
Khakassia. Our nine‑month exports grew by 16% this year. Since early 2015, our fuel has been shipped to 
China, Japan, South Korea, Poland, Baltic countries, Bulgaria and Slovakia.

Whether competitiveness of Russian mid‑ and low‑energy coals can be improved depends on eco‑
nomic situation in China and the exchange rate of rouble against the US dollar. Should the US dollar get 
stronger and freight rates go down, demand for this material will rally.
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— What is your assessment of the company’s possibilities for improving competitiveness 
amid weak commodity markets?

Our run‑of‑mine coal quality is often superior to that of our competition’s processed material. Our 
main competitive edge lies within wide selection of coal ranks and sizes, flexible production programme, 
adequate pricing policy and delivery terms convenient for buyers. Most of the material goes to buyers 
showing stable demand — energy companies and public utilities.

Production asset consolidation has also improved our competitiveness already. We have mining and 
processing facilities in four regions of Russia, which enables our clients to conveniently choose a location 
to book from.

Russian Coal is currently among Russia’s ten largest coal miners and we reckon to hit the top‑five list 
in near future. Russian Coal’s Q3 shipments exceeded the 2014 annual result. The figures show that we 
have the production and commercial premises it takes to vie for leadership.
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